
Nearly all of the following quotations are clearly applicable to the PPP and many are our
raison d’etre

"To kill an error is as good a service as, and sometimes better than, the establishing of a
new truth or fact".
Charles Darwin

"The greatest dangers to liberty lurk in insidious encroachment by men of zeal, well-
meaning but without understanding."
Justice Louis D. Brandeis, US Supreme Court, 1928

"Just because you do not take an interest in politics doesn't mean politics won't take an interest in
you."……..Pericles (430 B.C.)

"The only thing necessary for the triumph of evil is for good men to do nothing."
Edmund Burke 1770.

"Those who make peaceful revolution impossible will make violent revolution inevitable."
John F. Kennedy 1963

"Politics is the art of looking for trouble, finding it, misdiagnosing it, and then misapplying the
wrong remedies." ……..Groucho Marx

"I am also struck by the degree to which our lives are becoming ruled by a truly absurd degree of
politically correct interference."
HRH The Prince of Wales, in a letter to the Lord Chancellor,

'blackwhite' "Applied to the Party member, it means a loyal willingness to say that black is white
when party discipline demands this. But it means also the ability to believe that black is white,
and more, to know that black is white, and to forget that one has ever believed the contrary."
……..George Orwell, '1984'

The nine most terrifying words in the English language are
“I'm from the government and I'm here to help”……..Ronald Reagan

First they ignore you, then they laugh at you, then they fight you, then you win.
Mahatma Gandhi…………. the PPP are about to enter phase 4

"I will have failed if in 5 years time there are not fewer journeys made by car."
I suppose he meant many fewer miles covered per hour!…….any hour /every hour (Gridlock
between the speed cameras!!) John Prescott 1997 …………. Whose vocation, was really only
to be a bruiser/bouncer in a seedy back-street club in Hull …………but somebody made him
DEPUTY PRIME MINISTER of the UK!!!…….and gave him TWO JAGS! ……..And we also had
Ken Livingstone and Peter Mandelson and Alistair Campbell running the
country……..pinch yourself,  your not dreaming ………it’s a real nightmare

First they came for the Jews and I did not speak out because I was not a Jew.
Then they came for the Communists and I did not speak out because I was not a Communist.
Then they came for the trade unionists and I did not speak out because I was not a trade
unionist. Then they came for me and there was no one left to speak out for me. Pastor
Martin Niemöller 1892 - 1984


